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About This Game

Tommy Tronic - an old-skool platformer that isn't trying to be anything else! Jumping, shooting, dodging and exploring is all
that's required to help get Tommy to his destination and free his tiny puppy from the clutches of an insane genius school-kid and

his brutal sidekick 'Biffa'. It would be straight forward too, if it wasn't for the fact that this journey will take Tommy through
Gnarly wood; a twisted and eerie forest that adults avoid let alone tiny children! Imagination runs amok as Tommy confronts his

childish fears head on, all in a bid to be reunited with his beloved pal 'Yapz'!

Key features:

Colorful cartoony 3D graphics and smoothly animated 3D characters.
Simple controls & game-play with non-linear level designs.
Secrets & bonuses!
 Amusing plot that is suitable for children or adults.
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Publisher:
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing!!!. Very good DLC buy it!. spoilers: there are no druids. Cool little train with many
liveries good for almost every route!. Overall the game was not very polished and felt very repetitive, I played the main game
and purchased the downloadable content. regardless of the bugs, I had enjoyable moments from it so feel the need to leave a
positive review.. If you're looking for something quick this is that. Simple.

If you require further explanation of the game look here https://youtu.be/Kv2j-XVYqYk. Have to restart a level because i was
unaware and fall in water after 10 minutes.
10 /10. For a small price it's pretty good, impact is fine.. This trilogy is truly a masterpiece.

This ending was more than a fitting ending to an breathtaking trilogy. The author: Zachary Sergi never fails to deliver
outstanding quality in his literary works! Seriously I reccomend you buy this trilogy it is a wise use of time and a wise use of
money you will enjoy every hour of each book. As always Choice of Games never fail to deliver an unbeliveable quality in their
works. The story continued the relevance and importance of different characters. Whilst reading you remember that each action
you take has consequences whether they are good or bad. When ever I read these interactive novel I become fully immersed and
as a result of the immersion I feel the impact of each action I take. With conscience present, I feel bad If I take a bad\/wrong
choice or feel overwhelmingly happy that I managed not to get myself or others killed (others being characters of importance to
me in a positive light). Ah but I digress. Just buy this trilogy you won't regret.
I eagerly await the release of more of Zachary Sergi's works as I'm a big fan of his writing.

This interactive novel I shall rate a 10\/10 the trilogy itself I shall rate a 10\/10.
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Nice graphics and fun gameplay. Recommended. \ud83d\udc4d Looking forward to seeing the updates.. the game is very poetic
and difficult, but I advise those who are not afraid of these difficulties!. A great example of an indie game done right. Gameplay
is simple yet very fun. There are not sudden difficulty spikes which many indies suffer from. Recommended if you enjoy
challenging platformers.. Warning there are NO golden touches in this game and only mild nudity. Shad\u2019O:
+\/+ Unique setting and storytelling style.
+\/+ Unique use of FOW (fog of war) with towers allowing vision.
+\/+ Solid graphics, music, and sound effects for a TD.
+\/+ \u2018Special battles\u2019 that unlock rewards.
+\/+ Fun boss fights.

+\/- Very generic & limited tower options.
+\/- Upgrade choices are permanent.
+\/- Magic system requires you to actively collect mana.
+\/- Towers have health and can be killed (they can also be healed).

-\/- Lack of stats for levels limits replay value or the desire to perform well.
-\/- Only two difficulty options. Shad\u2019O is not hard enough.
-\/- Game can be beat using only 3-4 out of the 10 towers (with the last boss requiring only two towers to beat).
-\/- Voice Acting.
-\/- Requires you to download QuickTime or QT Lite in order to play.

Verdict: 6\/10. The style is what stands out most in Shad\u2019O as well as the few boss fights. But it\u2019s a very generic TD
game and probably only worth a play through for hardcore TD fans desperate for anything new.. Now this one is fun! Great
story, very creative and innovative. Winterwolves keeps surprising and in a great way! This is a prequel to Loren so I hope Jack
is setting us up for Loren 2 FINALLY hint hint!. The game is awesome, probably the best strategy game i've ever played.
One of the probles on the game are the bugs, for exemple: When the high speed train arrives in 46,000 km, when i'm going to
cunstruct more, the game crashes, or when the game arrives in 23:00 p.m the game crashes too.
I lost 2 in 2023 and 2025.
Another problem is the lack of updates, we are already in June and there isn't any update, to fix any bug that is since 2013.
I woud recommend the game to my friends if doesn't had so many bugs that spoils the game.
. I haven't played much of this game but I'm already hooked. So far the story is interesting and the map looks full of places to
explore.
There is a lot of reading and many decisions to be made but it is easy and simple so there is nothing to really complain about.

:D. The Yawgh is coming. You have 10 days!

A story with interaction that goes beyond a click and choose interface. You can actually increase the stats of your character in
order to make a choice at the "end" of the game when the Yawgh arrives.

The bottom line with this game is that it's meant to be a hot-seat game you play with your friends. It's not really that much fun to
play alone since you can see just about every choice in a couple playthroughs. But, with friends it'll take a bit longer to get
through.

So, if you like a story that can have some humorous turns or some dramatic fallout from seemingly simple choices, then this
might be a fun game for you.
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